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ABSTRACT

Data Reduction in the field of process becomes a challenging issue in the data mining. Everyone wants that the data must be processed quickly in order to get the result. There are various methods that can allow the large data to be processed quickly or in lesser amount of time. In order to do so, one of the method which is widely used in most of the fields is, “Data Compression” which can easily made availability of the required space. Data mining has many useful applications in recent years because it can help users to discover the interesting knowledge in large databases. If the Data is already pre-processed then data compression over such type of data can easily be done in quick succession of time. Here we analyze the methods simple Apriori, and the Apriori over compressed database using the compression technique, existing compression algorithms are not appropriate for data mining due to lack of consistency of maintain the compressed database. Two different approaches were proposed in which, first we need to compress databases and then perform the data mining process that can promises to increased up the processing time in large databases by using the compression techniques. In this research an approach called Mining Merged Transactions with the Quantification Table is used by using the sorting techniques to put the same data types into one to solve these problems. The Apriori is used to find the frequent item sets in the database then the compressed database is maintained in the future as this table relationship of transactions is used to merge related transactions and builds a quantification table to prune the candidate item sets.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Now a day’s uses of large data increases everywhere day by day. Data compression is one of good solutions to reduce the size of the data that can save the time of discovering useful knowledge by using appropriate methods, for example, data mining. Data mining is used to help users to discover interesting and useful knowledge from large database more easily.[1][13] There are many mining techniques available to discover the interesting and useful knowledge in which association rule mining is one of the ancient techniques which compromises of various different algorithms for finding the relation between two or more data sets present in a database, Apriori was the first algorithms that is useful for finding the frequent item sets in a database. It is more and more popular to apply the association rule mining in recent years because of its wide applications in many fields such as stock analysis, web log mining, medical diagnosis, customer market analysis, and bioinformatics. In this research, the main focus is on association rule mining and data pre-process with data compression.[11] Data pre-process transforms the original database into a new data representation. Eventually, it generates a new transaction database at the end of the data pre-process step. It uses an Apriori like algorithm of association rule mining to find frequent item sets. There are some problems in this approach. First, the database that get compressed is not reversible, after the original database is transformed by the data pre-process step by applying data compression. It is very difficult to maintain this database in the future because the availability of the frequent items in the database make it harder. Second, although some rules can be mined from the new transactions, it still needs to scan the database again to verify the result.[7] This is because the data mining step produces potentially ambiguous results. It is a serious problem to scan the database multiple times because of the high cost of re-checking the frequent item sets.[12].
2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Discussing brief about the existing systems with their benefit and limitation. The market-basket problem [1] assumes we have some large number of items, e.g., bread,” “milk.” Customers their market baskets with some subset of the items, and we get to know what items people buy together, even if we don’t know who they are. Marketers use this information to position items, and control the way a typical customer traverses the store. Words appearing frequently together in documents may represent phrases or linked concepts. Can be used for intelligence gathering. Data Mining is the discovery of hidden information found in databases and can be viewed as a step in the knowledge discovery process [10]. Data mining functions include clustering, classification, prediction and link analysis (associations). One of the most important data mining applications is that of mining association rules. Association rules [7], Association rule mining [7] finds interesting association or correlation relationship among a large set of data items Association rule are used to predict the associability of two or more things together on the basis of analysis of available facts and figures. Most algorithms used to identify large itemsets can be classified as either sequential or parallel in most cases, it is assumed that the itemsets are identified and stored in lexicographic order. On the other hand, parallel algorithms focus on how to parallelize the task of finding large itemsets. In the following subsections we describe important features of previously proposed algorithms. These different algorithms are used in association rule mining for finding the frequent items, data set partitioning which are

1. Apriori Algorithm
2. Partitioning
3. Dynamic Item set Counting
4. Parallel and Distributed Algorithms
5. Hybrid Distribution.

Mingjun et al. presents a novel algorithm for mining complete frequent item sets, and also introduce transaction mapping algorithms means each itemsets is mapped and compressed to a continuous transactions intervals in a different space and evaluated against FP Growth and dEclat.[2]. Marghny et al. presents technique for mining frequent itemsets, and a table techniques are also introduce here CountTableFI and BinaryCountTableF. All the transaction were represented in binary and decimal number in this new table technique. Hence, it is simple and fast to use subset and identical set properties. [4]. Mahmoud et al. suggest a new algorithm to compress transactions from uncertain database based on modified version of M2TQT (Mining Merged Transactions with the Quantification Table) approach and fuzzy logic concept. The algorithm bands the uncertain data to set of clusters using K-Means algorithm and exploits fuzzy membership function to classify the transaction items as one of those clusters. uncertain data is probabilistic in nature and frequent item set is counted as expected values so, compressed transactions will give us approximate values for the item set’s support. This technique focuses on compressing related uncertain transactions by collecting the uncertain data into set of clusters. [7]. Tekin Bicer et al. introduced the methodology to improve the performance of large scale data analytics applications. This methodology performs the data processing at middleware, which exploits the similarities between spatial and temporal neighbors in a popular climate simulation dataset and enables high compression ratios and low decompression costs. The compression methodology that is introduced and the framework that is required had been applied to three applications over two datasets including the Global Cloud-Resolving Model (GCRM) climate dataset [9]. Daniel J. et al. represents that how the use of column-oriented database system architecture invites us to re-evaluate the process of how and when data in databases is compressed. C-Store includes column-oriented versions of most of the familiar relational operators. [8]. From the studies ensuring that Apriori-like algorithms generate a lot of candidate item sets and need to check the candidate item sets by scanning the database. It is very time-consuming. And local transaction variation was not supported in the existing systems that were used in different methods.
3. A FRAMEWORK OF INTEGRATING TECHNIQUES TO PRUNE REDUNDANCY

The goal of the proposed algorithm is to take the advantages over Apriori like algorithm without suffering from the problem of checking candidate item sets again and again that can be done by applying sorting techniques before compression.

The original transaction is taken as it is for performing the data preprocess i.e, on the original database we perform the data transformation (Data Pre-Process) and merge transaction. Then we will perform sorting by the use of sorting technique on the original database by performing data preprocess consisting of two sub processes. One sub-process transforms the original database into a new data representation. Another sub-process is sorting all the transactions to various groups of transactions and then merges each group into a new transaction. Then the sorted databases are compressed into one compressed dataset on which we need to generate the merged group that we will done in two phases: firstly, it is use to find the frequent itemsets. And in the second phase we need to prune redundancy. After then we will get a compressed transaction dataset over which we will discover frequent itemsets.

Fig. 1. Architectural work flow of proposed approach
using simple apriori algorithm. Then we will generate the association rule mining over the simple apriori algorithm and gets decompressed dataset to support local transaction variation. Once the frequent itemsets gets generated then a quantification table needs to be built so that the number of items that are frequent in the dataset, can be pruned so that it is impossible to become frequent. After performing the proposed scenario we can reduce the process time of association rule mining by using a quantification table. Reduce I/O time by using only the compressed database to do data mining.

4. CONCLUSIONS

As the rapid increase of large data in all fields when come under process then the run time of entire process becomes a major part of concern while dealing with such type of large data sets. Regularly use of compression comes under-play such type of role i.e., by compression we can reduce the size of the same amount of large data that can be processed easily. Hence, the proposed algorithm can enhancing compression technique while dealing with such large data sets as it can require such an effective sorting technique that can be useful to keep the same data types into one memory space in the data base by neglecting decompressed technique to reverse into original form. It can also reduce I/O time by using only the compressed database to do data mining, which can provide a better runtime of entire process by increasing the efficiency.
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